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ABSTRACT 
A basic assumption of many epidemic models is that populations are composed of a 
homogeneous group of randomly mixing individuals. This is not a realistic assumption. 
Most actual populations are divided into a number of subpopulations, within which there 
may be relatively random mixing, but among which there is nonrandom mixing. As a 
consequence of the structuring of the population, there are several sources of heterogeneity 
within populations that can affect the course of an infection through the population, Two 
of these sources of heterogeneity are differences in contact number between subpopula- 
tions, and differences in the patterns of contact among subpopulations. A model for the 
spread of a disease in such a population is described. The model considers two levels of 
interaction: interactions between individuals within a subpopulation because of geographic 
proximity, and interactions between individuals of the same or different subpopulations 
because of attendance at common social functions. Because of this structure, it is possible 
to analyze with the model both heterogeneity in contact number and variation in the 
patterns of contact. A stability analysis of the model is presented which shows that there is 
a unique threshold for disease maintenance. Below the threshold the disease goes extinct, 
and the equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable. Above the threshold, the extinction 
equilibrium is unstable, and there is a unique endemic equilibtium.The analysis presents a 
sufficient condition for disease maintenance, which determines critical subpopulation sizes 
above which the disease cannot go extinct. The condition is a simple inequality relating the 
removal rate of infectives to the infection rate of susceptibles. In addition, bounds on the 
actual threshold and the effect of symmetry in the interaction matrix on the threshold are 
presented. 
*Paper prepared for Los Alamos National Laboratory, Workshop on Nonlinearity in 
Medicine and Biology. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A common assumption of many mathematical models for the spread of 
infectious diseases in a population is that the individuals within the popula- 
tion mix randomly. The population is generally divided into two or more 
groups, such as susceptible individuals, infective individuals, and recovered 
individuals, but these individuals constitute one large randomly mixing 
population, so that an infective individual has an equal probability of 
coming into contact with any one of the susceptible individuals in the 
population. 
This assumption of random mixing among the individuals within the 
population is not realistic. Actual populations are divided into a number of 
smaller subpopulations, within which the mixing is more nearly random, but 
among which there is limited mixing. This structure in the population can be 
the result of many different factors, such as geographical separation of 
neighborhoods or villages, separation along lines of social interaction, divi- 
sion into host and vector species, or division into sexual groups. 
The importance of this structuring of a population for the spread of a 
disease within a population can be illustrated with data on the incidence of 
hepatitis A in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Throughout 1979 there were over 
700 cases of hepatitis A in Albuquerque, 28% of which were associated with 
day care centers (Bemalillo County Health Department, unpublished). The 
pattern of incidence of the disease among the city’s day care centers 
markedly shows the influence of population structure on disease transmis- 
sion within the day care population. 
Figure 1 shows all centers with outbreaks of hepatitis, and indicates the 
size of the outbreak in each center. Five centers in Albuquerque were owned 
and operated by the same family and are linked together by a dashed line. 
Four of these centers had large outbreaks of the disease. One of the 
remaining two centers with large outbreaks occurred in the geographic center 
of the five family-owned centers, and the other one was located on the local 
Air Force base and had one student attending a center adjacent to a 
family-owned center in addition to the Air Force center. In both these latter 
two cases, there was likely a significant amount of contact within home 
neighborhoods of children attending these centers with children attending 
the family-owned centers. 
These incidence data clearly indicate that the spread of hepatitis A among 
day care centers did not occur randomly. There was definite social localiza- 
tion among the centers owned and operated by the same family, probably as 
a result of shifting employees to fill in gaps that arose with illness as well as 
movement of children from one of the linked centers to another. The 
epidemiological data thus clearly indicate that structured models are a 







FIG. 1. Locations of day care centers in Albuquerque, New Mexico with at least one 
case of hepatitis A in 1979. Circles indicate size of outbreak in each center. Links between 
centers are indicated by dashed arrows showing the direction of transmission (-. -. -. = 
centers run by same family; --- -+ = direct links between centers). 
necessary starting point for the realistic modeling of actual disease patterns, 
at least on a local scale. 
There are at least five important sources of heterogeneity in the infection 
process that derive from the population structure. First, there may be 
variation in relative susceptibility among individuals in different groups. 
Second, there may be variation in relative infectiousness of different individ- 
uals. Third, there may be nonrandom mixing among individuals because of 
the age structure of the population. Fourth, there may be heterogeneity due 
to a variation in the number of contacts made within and between groups. 
Finally, there may be heterogeneity due to the way in which the contacts are 
distributed among the different groups. This paper will be primarily con- 
cerned with describing a model which addresses the last two sources of 
heterogeneity, heterogeneity in contact number and heterogeneity in contact 
pattern. 
There is a growing body of literature on models for the spread of disease 
in structured populations. These models can generally be divided into three 
types: those which consider a population divided into subgroups on the basis 
of age, those which consider a population divided into subgroups on the 
basis of sex, and those which consider a population divided into an arbitrary 
number of groups on the basis of social or geographic factors. The remainder 
of this paper will consider only models without age structure. 
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Most early models for the spread of disease in structured populations 
considered only two interacting groups [34,11,2, 3, 81. These models are also 
appropriate for sexually transmitted diseases when there is only heterosexual 
transmission, so that the two groups are males and females [31, 32, 211. For 
most diseases it is more realistic to consider models generalized to an 
arbitrary number of subpopulations. A model of this type was first proposed 
by Rushton and Mautner [25], who considered the spread of a disease for 
which there was no immunity and no recovery (commonly called the SI 
model, since the subpopulations consist only of susceptible and infective 
individuals). Watson [33], Lajmanovich and Yorke [17], Hethcote [12], Nold 
[23], Hethcote et al. [15], Hethcote and Van Ark [14], Post et al. [24], 
Rvachev and Longini [26], May and Anderson [19, 201, and Sattenspiel [27, 
281 have extended and modified this model to take into account disease 
features such as removal of infectives, temporary immunity, latent periods, 
vital dynamics, immunization, and multiple types of social interaction among 
the individuals in the population. Recent reviews of models for structured 
populations can be found in [l], [5], and [7]. 
Most of these models for the spread of disease in n subpopulations 
consider heterogeneity in the contact rates within and between populations. 
The average number of effective contacts between individuals from different 
groups may vary from one group to another. For example, Hethcote [12] 
presents an SIRS epidemic model with immunizations and vital dynamics; 
Hethcote et al. [15] consider a gonorrhea model with the heterosexual 
population divided into four male and four female subpopulations on 
the basis of activity levels and presence or absence of symptoms; May 
and Anderson [19] and Hethcote and Van Ark [14] consider the effects of 
spatial heterogeneity in the design of immunization programs; and May and 
Anderson [20] present a model for the spread of AIDS in a heterogeneous 
homosexual population. These models and others of their type have provided 
significant inroads into the understanding of the effects of heterogeneity of 
contact number on the process of infection transmission. 
Dietz and Schenzle [7] review much of the literature dealing with disease 
spread in structured populations. In addition, they evaluate critically the 
utility of these models for prediction of actual epidemiological patterns. 
They specifically address the importance of heterogeneity in contact rates 
among subpopulations for vaccination strategies and discuss reasons for the 
reluctance among epidemiologists to use the results from mathematical 
models in the practical control of diseases. 
The fifth type of heterogeneity, variation in the patterns of contact among 
subpopulations, has been less well studied. Although May and Anderson [19, 
201, Hethcote [12], and Hethcote and Van Ark [14] formulate their models in 
such a way that this heterogeneity could be studied, in general simplifying 
assumptions have been made about the patterns and there has been no 
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analysis of the effects of varying these patterns. The most common of such 
assumptions is that the subpopulations undergo proportionate mixing, where 
the number of encounters between individuals of different subpopulations is 
proportional to the size of the subpopulations involved. 
Hethcote et al. [15] and others explicitly address this heterogeneity due to 
mixing patterns. They recognize that the proportionate mixing assumption is 
unrealistic, and in addition to analyzing the proportionate mixing model, 
they consider a model combining a component due to proportionate mixing 
in the entire population with one due to proportionate mixing within activity 
levels only. However, the mixing matrices used are chosen to fit known 
patterns of incidence, rather than on theoretical grounds; and there is no 
exploration of the importance of variation in the mixing patterns to the 
transmission of infection through the population. 
Rvachev and Longini [26] develop a model for the global spread of 
influenza that incorporates a transportation matrix giving the average num- 
ber of individuals that travel from one population to another. Although the 
model is entirely general, there is only one particular pattern that is studied. 
The transportation matrix is estimated from data on the number of airline 
passengers traveling between the cities in a 24 hour period. In addition, the 
matrix is assumed to be symmetric. As in the case of Hethcote et al. [15], 
there is no exploration of the effects of varying the pattern of contact among 
subpopulations. 
Heterogeneity in the patterns of contact among subpopulations may be 
an important factor affecting the spread of a disease throughout a popula- 
tion. For example, in the case of a sexually transmitted disease, the effect of 
having individuals in the population who are highly sexually active may 
depend significantly on whether these individuals interact only with other 
highly active individuals or with individuals from many different activity 
levels. Simply looking at the heterogeneity in number of contacts may not be 
sufficient to understand the relative importance of the variation in the 
number of contacts. 
Sattenspiel [27, 281 and Travis and Lenhart [30] have begun to evaluate 
the importance of different patterns of contact on the transmission of 
infection in a subdivided population. The remainder of this paper will 
present Sattenspiel’s model, will show the existence of a unique threshold for 
the maintenance of transmission of the disease, and will describe the effects 
of variations in the mixing patterns among subpopulations. 
THE BASIC SUBDIVIDED MODEL 
The model which Sattenspiel [27, 281 developed for the spread of an 
infection in a subdivided population incorporated a migration matrix to 
describe the patterns of movement of individuals between subpopulations. A 
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migration matrix approach was first used by population geneticists to study 
the effects of population subdivision on the genetic structure of a popula- 
tion. This approach was apparently developed independently by Bodmer and 
Cavalli-Sforza [6] and C. A. B. Smith [29]. These models use a backward 
stochastic migration matrix, in which the elements m, j give the probabilities 
that the parents of individuals in population i came from population j. The 
models are then used to derive the genetic variances and covariances among 
populations. 
The infection transmission model developed by Sattenspiel [27, 281 uses a 
similarly defined “migration” or contact matrix to describe the probability 
of two individuals from different neighborhoods coming into contact. This 
matrix is a forward stochastic migration matrix, with each element m,, 
giving the probability that an individual from population i moves to 
population j. In addition, the model is a hierarchical model which allows for 
the incorporation of two qualitatively different types of interaction among 
individuals: interactions within a local “neighborhood,” where “neighbor- 
hoods” can be defined geographically, socially, or temporally, and interac- 
tions between neighborhoods, which are likely to involve only a portion of 
individuals living in a given neighborhood. Using this model, it is possible to 
assess the effects of varying the patterns of contact simply by exploring the 
effects of using different migration matrices in the model. Also, because of 
the hierarchical nature of the model, it is possible to consider what happens 
to the process of disease spread if some susceptible individuals are allowed 
to come into contact with infectives through multiple kinds of activities, 
while others have a limited possibility of contact with infectives. 
Consider a population that is divided into n discrete neighborhoods. 
Within a neighborhood all individuals interact randomly, and in addition, a 
proportion of the individuals within a neighborhood engage in some kind of 
social behavior that allows them to come into contact with individuals from 
other neighborhoods. These two kinds of interaction can be modeled by 
considering each neighborhood to be further divided into two subneighbor- 
hoods: one consisting of all “nonsocial” individuals (who interact only with 
other individuals within the neighborhood), and one consisting of all “social” 
individuals (who interact with both nonsocial and social individuals from the 
same neighborhood and who also interact with social individuals from 
different neighborhoods). The patterns of interaction between subneighbor- 
hoods can then be described by a migration matrix, each element of which 
gives the probability of movement from one subneighborhood to another. 
Each subneighborhood is composed of individuals who can be classified 
into three distinct groups with respect to their disease status: (a) susceptibles 
-those individuals who have not yet contracted a case of the disease and 
are therefore at risk for infection, (b) infectives-those individuals with an 
active infection who are capable of transmitting the infection to susceptible 
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individuals, and (c) removed-those individuals with permanent immunity 
who can neither contract nor transmit the infection. 
The following assumptions are made about the infection process: 
(1) Births and deaths occur at a rate b, in neighborhood i. This birth and 
death rate is equal for each of the two subneighborhoods within a neighbor- 
hood. All newborns are susceptible, but deaths occur among individuals in 
all classes. There is a constant total population size, so the total number of 
births in the population is equal to the total number of deaths. 
(2) There is no permanent movement of individuals within or between 
subneighborhoods. However, there is temporary movement on a daily basis 
among the social subneighborhoods. 
(3) The infection has no latency period. 
(4) Recovery occurs at a constant rate y and is proportional to the 
number of infectives. Recovery confers permanent immunity. 
(5) The number of new cases is a proportion /I of the total number of 
contacts between susceptible and infective individuals, corrected by a factor 
a, for differences in population size and density among the groups. Contact 
can occur within neighborhoods because of geographical proximity, and can 
occur within and between neighborhoods because of attendance at social 
functions. 
In neighborhood i, we index members of the social subneighborhood by 
si and the members of the nonsocial subneighborhood by Oi. Let N,, and 
N,, represent the total population of the nonsocial subneighborhood and the 
social subneighborhood of neighborhood i, respectively. Let x0,, y,, , and z,,, 
be the numbers of susceptible, infective, and recovered individuals, respec- 
tively, in nonsocial subneighborhood Oi. Let x,,, y,,, and z,, be the 
corresponding numbers for social subneighborhood si. The process of dis- 
ease spread throughout the population can then be represented by the 
following system of 6n differential equations: 
dxo, 
dt -6% -b,~o,-~~(xo,~o,+xo,~,,)-~xo,(MM~)o,~~ (1) 
dx 
--E =b,N,, -b,x.w -PuiixXsr~o;+xrr~sr)-PxF,(MM~),,Y, dt (2) 
dz 01= 
dt Y, ~0, - b, zo, 7 
dz 
2 = Y,Y,, - b,z,, 9
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where p is the transmission rate per unit contact, cri is a neighborhood- 
specific adjustment of the transmission rate, b, is the birth (and death) rate, 
y, is the recovery rate in neighborhood i, and x,,~, xsr, y,,, y,,, zoI, and z,~, 
are the numbers of individuals in each class in neighborhood i. y is a 2 n x 1 
vector with elements (y,,,, . . , y,, , ysl,. . , y,,). The total number of births in 
each population is b, N,. All of these individuals are susceptible. Deaths in 
each class can be given by bixO,, b,xsi, b,y,, , b,y,, , b,zO,, and b,z,, 
The matrix M in these equations is a forward stochastic contact matrix, 
with each element, m,,, representing the probability that a susceptible 
individual who lives in neighborhood i comes into contact with an infective 
individual who lives in nieghborhood j. Therefore, 0 < m,, < 1 for all i and 
j and C,mrj = 1. The rate of social contacts between susceptibles from 
subneighborhood si and infectives is given by the sum of the rates of contact 
between susceptibles from subneighborhood si and infectives from sub- 
neighborhood sj. This sum is given by C~=l[~,y,m,, (I~=l~ykmk,)], since 
x,,m,, is the rate that susceptibles from subneighborhood si visit subneigh- 
borhood sj, and E~=,y,, mkj is the total rate at which infectives visit sj. The 
matrix formulation of this sum is the desired social effect and is given by 
- /3x,, (M,MT), ys, where (M,vMT), is the ith row of M, MT, and yS is a 
vector giving the number of infectives in each social subneighborhood. 
The entire movement matrix is a 2n X2n matrix of the following form: 
0 0 H-1 0 M, ’ 
where M, is an n x n submatrix representing the patterns of movement 
among social subneighborhoods. All other elements are n x n submatrices 
with all elements equal to zero, since there is no movement between 
nonsocial and social or nonsocial and nonsocial subneighborhoods. Note 
that the matrix M represents only between-neighborhood transmission. 
Within-neighborhood transmission is represented by separate terms in Equa- 
tions (l)-(4). 
Using methods similar.to those of Post et al. [24], a sufficient condition 
for the extinction of the disease in the population will be derived. The 
condition takes the following form: 
(7a) 
for all Oi and si. 1 is a 2n x 1 vector with each element equal to one. If this 
condition holds, then the disease becomes extinct in the population. 
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There is a slightly different sufficient condition for the maintenance of 
the disease in a population. This condition takes the following form: 
No,>% or N,, > bi + Y, 
P[ ui +tmT)s,tl)] 
(7b) 
for some Oi or si. 
Let Q; = ( bi + y,)/jlu, and let T,, = (b, + y,)/j?[ ai + (MMT),,(l)]. Then 
these conditions show that if N,; > 7,-,, or N,, > 7si for some si or Oi, then the 
disease remains endemic, while if N,, <&, and N,, <in,, for all si and Oi, 
the disease becomes extinct in the population. The true thresholds occur 
somewhere in between the numbers T*, and +T*~. 
The parameter 7 has a simple biological interpretation. It is the ratio of 
the removal rate of infectives in the subneighborhood to the infection rate of 
susceptibles, and this can be called the relative removal rate of infectives. 
The sufficient condition for disease maintenance is then that the initial 
number of susceptibles in at least one neighborhood must be sufficiently 
large so that the infectives will not be removed before adequate contact has 
occurred between an infective and a susceptible for the disease to be 
transmitted to a susceptible. This condition is analogous to the classic 
threshold condition found for the general epidemic model of Kermack and 
McKendrick [35], which considers a homogeneous population with no vital 
dynamics, with the exception that when the population exceeds the threshold 
size the disease will be maintained rather than just temporarily increase in 
incidence. A proof of this result is presented below. A more detailed 
formulation of this model is given in [28]. 
MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL 
In this section we will verify the important mathematical properties of the 
system of 6n differential equations given by Equations (l)-(6). In particular, 
we will: 
(1) Reduce this system to a system of 4n equations. 
(2) Define a natural compact domain B of the new system and show that 
the domain is invariant under the system (l)-(6), i.e., that solutions which 
start in B stay in B. 
(3) Show that {xgi = Noi, x,, = Nsi, y,, = ysi = zO, = z,; = 0 for i = 
1 >..*, n} is always an equilibrium. This equilibrium, which we call A, 
corresponds to the situation in which everyone is susceptible, with no 
infective or removed individuals. 
(4) Show that there is a threshold level such that when parameters of the 
system determine group sizes that are below this threshold, A is the only 
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equilibrium and it is globally asymptotically stable in B; every solution of . 
Equations (l)-(6) tends to N. 
(5) Show that when the parameters of the system determine group sizes 
that are above this threshold level, fi becomes an unstable equilibrium. ,. 
(6) Show that when N becomes unstable, a unique new “endemic” 
equilibrium appears in the interior of B. 
(7) Relate this threshold level to the criteria for maintenance and extinc- 
tion of a disease in the population given by the inequalities (7a) and (7b) 
above. 
1. REDUCTION FROM 6n EQUATIONS TO 4n EQUATIONS 
By definition, xai + yoi + zgi = N,, and x,, + y,, + zsi = N,, for all i, 




Let v,(t) = xoi(t)+ yei( zoi(t)- Nai. Define u,(t) similarly. Equation 
@a) implies that v,,(t) satisfies the initial value problem (d/dt)v,(t) = 
- b, v,(t) and v*(O) = 0. The only solution to this initial value problem is 
v,(t) = 0. Similar reasoning shows that u,(t) = 0. Therefore, x0,(t) + yoi( t) 
+ z,,,(t) = Nai for all t, and x,,(t)+ y,,(t)+ zsi(t) = N,, for all t. If we know 
xOiY xstP YOi, ad Ysi, hen ~0, and zs, will be uniquely determined. Conse- 
quently, we can drop the 2n equations given by (5) and (6) and work with 
the system of 4n equations given by Equations (l)-(4) alone. 
2. THE NATURAL DOMAIN OF THE SYSTEM (l)-(4) IS INVARIANT UNDER 
THE SYSTEM 
Clearly, for each i and for * = 0, s we want xai 2 0, y,, 2 0, zai 2 0, and 
x*, + y,, + zei = N,i. These constraints can be summarized in xy space by 
letting the domain be 
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The compact convex set B is bounded by the 6n hyperplanes 
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for i=l,..., n. We want to show that any solution which starts on one of 
these 6n bounding hyperplanes moves into B. For example, from Equation 
(I), when x0, = 0, dx,, /dt = b, No, > 0, i.e., xol ( t) is increasing and therefore 
moving into B. When x,, = 0, dx,,/dt = b, N,, > 0, so x,,(t) is moving into 
B. When yo, = 0, dy,,/dr = ~uixo,ys, a 0, so yo,( t) does not move out of B. 
When Y,, = 0, dy,,/dt = k~,x~,~~, + Px,,C,.km,,m,ky,k 3 0, so y,,(t) does 
not move out of B. Finally, when x0, + y,, = No,, 
%( xo, + ~0,) = b,No, - 4x0, - P~,xo,(Yo, + Y,,> 
+Bu,xo,(Yo,+Y,;)-(v,+b,)yo, 
= - Y,YO, + b,(No, - xo, - YO,) 
= - y, yoi < 0. 
So solutions which start on the boundary x0, + yO, = No, move into B. 
Similarly, one shows that when x,, + y,, = N,,, (d/dt)( x,, + y,,) = - y,y,, < 
0. For more details of this proof technique, see Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 
in [17]. 
3. Ij=(N,,,h’, ,,..., N,,,N,,,O ,..., 0) ISALWAYSAN EQUILIBRIUM 
This observation follows immediately by inserting xoI = No,, x,, = Ns,, 
yo, = 0, ysi = 0 into the right hand side of Equations (l)-(4) and noting that 
each expression becomes zero. At the point fi, all the zoi’s and zs,‘s are also 
zero. There are no infective or removed individuals in the population; 
everyone is in the susceptible category. 
4. THERE IS A THRESHOLD LEVEL OF THE PARAMETERS BELOW WHICH fi 
IS A GLOBALLY ASYMPTOTICALLY STABLE EQUILIBRIUM FOR B 
First, we translate the equilibrium A to the origin, using the following 
change of variables: 
uo, = N,, - xo, 3 Yo, = Yo, 3 
u s, = Ns, - xs, 3 Ys, = Ys, 
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for i = 1,. . . , n. In terms of these new variables, the system (l)-(4) becomes 
4, 
dt - - biuoi + B’i ( N,, - uO~ I( YO, + Y.7, > 3 
du,; 
dt - - bi usi + Pffi ( 8; - usi > ( YOz + Ysl > 
+b(Ns, - %,) c mrlmkj.hky 
j,k 
dY0 











= 0 A, [-tl 
where is n X n diagonal matrix with diagonal elements b,, So is an 
n x n diagonal matrix with diagonal elements pa, Noi, S, is an n X n 
diagonal matrix with diagonal elements /?u,N,, , G is an n X n diagonal 
matrix with diagonal elements y,, and M, is an n X n matrix whose (i, k)th 
entry is C~=Imijmk,. All of the off diagonal entries in the matrix A come 
from the submatrices So, S,, and M,, all of whose entries are nonnegative. 
Let N(u) be the 4n x 1 column vector of quadratic functions 
where the i th entry of the n X 1 column vector F, is 
P”~uO,(YOi + Ysi> a O 
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and the ith entry of the n X 1 column vector F, is 
P”iusi(YOi + Ysl) + UsiC;,j=lmij”kjYs, a O. 
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Writing k and p for 
(9)-(12) as 
or 
du/dt and dy/dt, we can abbreviate the system 
[:I =[“d ::]Kl+[ 21. (14) 
Before analyzing this system further, we discuss some concepts of matrix 
algebra that will play a central role in our analysis. Let P be a matrix, like A 
in (13), in which all off diagonal entries are nonnegative. Such a matrix is 
sometimes called a Metzler matrix; see, for example, [18]. An n X n matrix P 
is irreducible if for any proper subset S of (1,. . , k} there exists an i in S 
and j in { 1,. . . , k } - S such that p,, f 0. Two equivalent formulations of 
irreducibility are: 
(a) some power of P has no zero entries, and 
(b) for any i and j, there exist k,,. . . , k, such that plk,pkIkz . . . pk,, # 0. 
For any nXn matrix P, let r,,..., r,, be the eigenvalues of P. Define the 
stability modulus of P, s(P), to be the maximum of the real parts of the r,‘s 
for i=l,..., n. This notation reflects the fact that 0 is an asymptotically 
stable equilibrium of the linear system k = Px if and only if s(P) < 0. The 
following theorem indicates the connections between these concepts. For a 
proof, see [18], [17], or [4]. 
THEOREM I 
Suppose that P is an n X n Metzler matrix ( P,~ 2 0 for i # j). Then, s(P) 
is an eigenvalue of P, and it has a corresponding eigenvector with only 
nonnegative components. If, furthermore, P is irreducible, then s(P) is a 
simple eigenvalue (multiplicity one) of P, and its eigenvector has only positive 
components. This eigenvector is the only eigenvector of P with ah its compo- 
nents > 0. 
We now return to the system (14). Note that A is a Metzler matrix. 
However, because of the zeros in the lower left hand comer of A, A cannot 
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be irreducible. For this reason, we cannot directly apply Lajmanovich and 
Yorke’s [17] theorem to analyze the equilibria of (14) and their stability. In 
fact, we will show later that some of the conclusions of this theorem do not 
hold for (14). We can, however, adapt the analyses in [17] and in [12] to 
derive the results we need for (14). 
Note that the natural domain for the system (14) is 
.S = { ( ~01, u,l,. . ., +,,, , us,, YO, 7.. . , Y,,> : 0 < yoi =s ~0, 4 No, 
andO<y,,<u,,<N,, fori=l,..., n}. 
The compact convex space S is just B in the new coordinates and is 
invariant under (14). 
Assume that M, is an irreducible matrix. In this case, A, in (14) and A< 
are irreducible 2n x 2n Metzler matrices. Let s = s(Aq) be their common 
stability modulus. Let w be the 2n-dimensional eigenvector of s for AT. All 
components of w are positive. The corresponding eigenvector of s for AT is 
(0 w>r. 
The stability modulus s(Aq) turns out to be the desired threshold for our 
system (14) [or equivalently (l)-(6)]. In this section, we suppose that 
s(A‘,) < 0. 
Consider the linear function V: S --$ R, 
v(u,y) = W'Y. 





Since w > 0, y > 0, F(u,y) 2 0, we have pg 0 on S. Furthermore, p= 0 if 
and only if y = 0. When y = 0, (14) reduces to Li = - bui, all of whose 
solutions tend to 0 as t + cc. Therefore, V is a Liapunov function for (14) on 
S, and 0 is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium for (14), when s < 0. 
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(See [16], [17], or [9] for a more complete discussion of the use of Liapunov 
functions.) 
5. WHEN THE GROUP SIZES DETERMINED BY THE PARAMETERS AREABOVE 
THE THRESHOLD LEVEL, THEN ti IS UNSTABLE. ALL ORBITS WHICH 
START INSIDE B WILL TEND A WAY FROM fi 
Our threshold is the stability modulus s(A~). Because A is a block matrix 
with A, = 0 and A, diagonal, the eigenvalues of A are the diagonal entries of 
A, (the - b,‘s) and the eigenvalues of A,. By definition, when s(A~) < 0, all 
eigenvalues of A, have negative real part and 0 is a locally asymptotically 
stable equilibrium. In fact, it was shown above that it is globally asymptoti- 
cally stable. 
When s(Aq) > 0, A has an eigenvalue with positive real part and 0 is now 
an unstable (saddle) equilibrium. The eigenvector (v,w) of A corresponding 
to eigenvalue s =s(A*) satisfies v= (sI-A~)-~A,w. Since sI-A, is a 
diagonal matrix with positive entries on the diagonal, since all entries of A, 
are nonnegative, and since w is a positive vector, all entries of v are 
nonnegative. If each row of A, has a positive entry, v will be a strictly 
positive vector and (v,w) will be a strictly positive eigenvector of A. By the 
stable manifold theorem ([lo] or [9]), there is an orbit leaving 0 which is 
tangent to this positive eigenvector (v,w), and, in fact, most orbits move 
away from 0. We now prove this fact directly using the above Liapunov 
function. 
Recall that V(u,y) = w.y and f(u,y) = SW-Y- w.F(u,y). Since (F(u,y)), 
= uizj clj Yj 3 
II F(UPY) II Q Cllull IIYII and b.F(u,~) I G Cllwll Ilull Ilull, 
for some C > 0, where all the norms are on R'". Let r0 = min{w.z]z 2 0 and 
lb]] =l in R"'}, and let r, be the corresponding maximum. It follows that 
%llYll G W*Y G ~,llYll 
for all y > 0 in R2" and that 
li(by) 2 ~~dlyll- Cllwll Ilull llyll = lIyII(sro - Cllwll Ilull). 
Therefore, p(u,y) > 0 provided y + 0 and ]]a]] G srO/C]]w]]. Consequently, 
any orbit (u( t),y( t)) which starts near zero with y # 0 will continue to move 
away from 0, at least until ]]u(t)]] =sr,/C]]w]]. Notice, on the other hand, 
that on the boundary {y = 0} of S, the system (14) becomes ici = - bzu,, 
ji = 0, whose solutions are ( uiOe -b~‘,O)-all of which tend to 0. This situation 
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is in marked contrast to the SI epidemic model treated by the Lajmanovich- 
Yorke theorem. There, evety solution which starts near 0 eventually moves 
m > 0 units away from 0. 
6. WHEN 64 BECOMES UNSTABLE, A UNIQlJE NEW “ENDEMIC” 
EQUILIBRIUM APPEARS IN THE INTERIOR OF B 
We want to show the existence and uniqueness of an endemic equilibrium 
when s(A,) > 0. The uniqueness part will follow from arguments in [17] and 
[12]. However, neither of these two papers properly handles the existence 
part for the system (14). In Lajmanovich and Yorke’s SI model, V> c > 0 is 
a compact, convex invariant set, which must therefore contain a nonzero 
equilibrium by standard Brouwer fixed point type arguments. For the system 
(14), I/& z is invariant only for small enough ]]u]], not globally. A nontrivial 
adaptation of the Lajmanovich-Yorke technique is required for (14)-a 
point that has not been previously addressed for this problem. 
Define 
r2 = ~ro/Cllwll, 
,c$= {(u,yj ES:y=Oand II, =h$ forsomei}, 
S,= {(u,y) ES:y=Oand lbll=r2}. 
Let +(t; u,,, yO) denote the solution curve of (14) with initial condition 
+(O; r+, vO) = (~a, vO). Since (14) becomes zii = - biui on {y = 0}, 
(p(t;uo,O) = ( uO1oe-bl’ ,..., u,,oe-b~‘,O ,..., 0), 
which goes to 0 as t + co. By the “flow box theorem” (a straightforward 
application of the implicit function theorem; see [16, pp. 242-2441 or [9, pp. 
43-46]), for each (u,,,O) E &, there is a unique t, = ti( u0 ,O) such that 
+( t, ; u. ,0) E S, and t, depends smoothly on ( ~a, 0). This process induces a 
diffeomorphism (smooth invertible map with a smooth inverse), Cp : S, -+ S,, 
defined by a(~,, , 0) = $( t( uo, 0); u,, , 0). (See Figure 2.) 
By the same flow box theorem, Cp extends to a diffeomorphism & : N, 4 
Ni, where N, is a neighborhood of S, in {(u, y!: ui = 4 for some i }, Ni is a 
neighborhood of S, in {(u,y): ~~u~~ = r2}, and ip has the form 
Geometrically, if z is on the ui = N, boundary of S, one follows the orbit of 
(14) from z until it hits ]]u]] = r2 at the point b(z). 
Choose e > 0 small enough so that Tl = {(u,y) ES: V(u,y) = y.y = c and 
]]u]] = r, } lies in the neighborhood Ni of S,, i.e., in the image of Q : N,, + Nl. 






FIG. 2. The diffeomorphism @ : S,, + S, 
Let T2 = k’(T,) in No. Finally, let 
s,= {(u,Y) ~S:(U,Y) =+(Gu,,Y,) forsome 
(uo,yo) ETA andsomeO~t~~t(ut,,Ya)}. 
Then, S, is a “ hypersurface” composed of orbits of (14) which connects 
the boundary {u, = N, for some i} to {(u,y):w.y = E and ]]u]] = r2}. (See 
Figure 3.) 
Now, let S, be the 4n-dimensional space bounded by the manifolds 
u, = Y,? ui = N,, {w-y = e, ]]u]] < r2}, and S,. Figure 4 gives a schematic 
drawing of S, for a two-dimensional S. The set S, is invariant; orbits which 
start in S, stay in S,. It is also compact, but is probably not convex. 
However, it is homeomorphic to the convex set S. By the usual Brouwer 
fixed point like arguments (see, for example, [17] or [16]), (14) has an 
equilibrium within S,. Since 0 is not in S,, this is our new “endemic” 
equilibrium. 
To prove uniqueness, we basically follow the arguments in [17] and [12]. 
The equilibria are found by setting the right hand sides in the system (l)-(4) 
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/ 
Ul 
FIG. 3. The manifold of orbits S, joining {V= c, llull= r2} to the outer boundary 
of s. 
U 
FIG. 4. The invariant set S, c S. 
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From dx,,/dt + dy,/dt = 0, we find that at equilibrium 
359 
X*, = N,, - 
4 + Y, 
b Ys,. 
I 
Plug these relationships into Equations (1) and (2) to obtain the 2n quadratic 
equations in 2n unknowns: 
-(vi + b,)yo, +(N,, - E,Yo,)[&(Yo, + Y,,)] = 0, 
-(Y,+b,)y,,+(N,,-5,y,,) pa,(Yo,+y,,)+pCm,JmkJy*k =o, 
[ k,j 1 
for i=l ,..., n, where 6, = (y, + bi)/b,. 
In order to simplify notation, rewrite these 2n equations as 
-u,y,+(n,-y,)CP,,y,=O, (15) 
where(y,,...,y,,)=(y,,,...,y,,,y,,,...,y,,), a,=(b,+~,>/5,,n,=N,,/5,, 
etc. Assume, following Lajmanovich and Yorke [17], that y = k and y = h are 
two constant nonzero solutions of (15). In fact, by what we know about the 
behavior of our system on the boundary of B, we can assume that every 
component of h and k is positive. If h # k, we can assume without loss of 
generality that hi > k, and hi/k, > h,/k, for all i. Then 
-a,h,+(n,-h,)Cp,,h,=-a,k,+(n,-k,)Cp,,k,=o. 
J i 






But this is a contradiction to 
h,k, /h, d kJ and a,-h,<n,-k,. 
Therefore, there is only one constant solution of (l)-(6), other than 0. 
It is extremely difficult to analyze the stability of this endemic equi- 
librium, as Hethcote [12], Post et al. [24], and Hethcote and Thieme [13] note 
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in similar models. This is one of the major unsolved problems in the 
dynamic analysis of the spread of epidemics through a population. Hethcote 
and Thieme [13] do provide an argument to show that such an equilibrium is 
locally asymptotically stable. 
I. UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS ON THE THRESHOLDS 
By the above discussion, the threshold level which separates the situation n 
in which the disease dies out (N a global attractor) from the situation in 
which the disease becomes endemic (6 locally unstable) is determined by the 
sign of the eigenvalue s(A4). Our assumption that A, is an irreducible 
Metzler matrix does allow us to derive some necessary and some sufficient 
conditions for s(A4) to be negative. As Post et al. [24] point out, a matrix B 
for which b,j Q 0 for i # j and all eigenvalues have positive real part is 
called an M-matrix. Therefore, s(A4) < 0 if and only if -A, is an M- 
matrix. There are a number of equivalent conditions for a matrix with 
b,, < 0 for i # j to be an M-matrix: 
(a) all principal minors of B are positive, 
(b) all leading principal minors of B are positive, 
(c) all eigenvalues of B have positive real part, 
(d) there is a vector u > 0 such that Mu > 0, 
(e) there is a vector Y > 0 such that MTv > 0. 
See [A] or [22] for complete proofs and discussion. 
Write 




- ss 1 -S, +G+B-M, 
Applying condition (d) to u = (1, 1, . . . , 1) and condition (e) to v = (1,. . . , l), 





y + b- 
% ‘N,i for i=l,...,n 
Yi + b, 
2/3a, + /3Cj,km,jmkj ’ NL 
for i=l,...,n, 
Yi + bi 
tB) pai > No, + Nsi + $ C m,jmijNsv,, for i=l,...,n 
’ j,h 
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On the other hand, if we apply condition (a) to the diagonal entries of - A,, 
we find that any of the following conditions will guarantee that s(A~) > 0 




Y, + 4 
No,’ p a, 
forany i=l,...,n, 
Y, + 4 
Ns’ ’ /Ia, t- #E,m~, 
forany i=l,...,n, 
forany i=l,...,n. 
These estimates show that the actual threshold for N,, lies between 
(Y; + bi)/2Pel and (7, + bi)/P ip u and that the actual threshold for Nsi lies 
between (Y, + b,)/CVu, + PC,,Lmjlm,j) ad (Y, + h)/(Pu, + Pc,m?j). 
For n = 2, A, is a 4X4 matrix. One can compute its four leading 
principal minors and then use condition (b) above to derive an exact 
criterion for s(A~) to be negative. 
THEOREM 2 
Consider the system (l)-(6) for n = 2. Suppose that M is a 2X2 irreduc- 
ible matrix. Let g, = ( y, + b, )/p for i = 1, 2, and 2, j = C, mhl mh,, the (ij) th 
entv of MMT. Then all solutions of (l)-(6) tend to 0 as t -+ CC if and only if 
each of the following four numbers is positive: 
(1) PI = g, - a,%,, 
(2) p2=g2-oz%, 
(3) p3 = (gl - u,N,,)(gl -GM- &a,%, or 
p3* = (gz - uzNoz)(gz - NsJz- g,o,%, 
(4) P4 = p3P3* - W-‘2(NsJC2~::2)~ 
These four numbers are positive if and only if all of the eigenvalues of A, 
have negative real part. Since P4 is the determinant of A,, it is the product 
of the eigenvalues of A,. Therefore, it is the threshold which matters most, in 
that P4 must change sign as the system moves from the extinction equi- 
librium to the endemic equilibrium. 
PATTERNS OF CONTACT AND DISEASE ENDEMICITY 
By using the migration matrix approach it is possible to evaluate the 
effects of heterogeneity in contact patterns on the conditions for disease 
maintenance in a population. To accomplish this task, we need to relate the 
threshold s(Aq) to properties of the migration matrices M and MMr. This 
relationship is fairly complex. One can achieve some insights by seeing how 
different patterns of movement affect the threshold bounds we have just 
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derived. An alternative approach, which may be more useful, is to make 
some simplifying assumptions on the parameters of the problem and then to 
derive a relationship between s(A~) and s(MMr) for this special case. 
Assume that n = NO, = N,, = NOj = Ns, for all j > 1 and that b, = b,, 
yi = y,, ui = 9 for all j. Then we can write 
Then 
if and only if 
A4=[S I- 
1 
2 1 [ Wl =r w2 
hI hI Wl 
hl hI+nMMT I[ 1 w2 = Wl r+g> w2[ 1 
if and only if 
hwl+hw2=(r+g)wl and hw, + hw, + nMMTw2 = (r + g)w2 
if and only if 
h 
w, = r+g-hW2 
and MMTW2= (r+g)(r+g-2h)w2. 
n(r+g-h) 
Here, (r + g)( r + g - 2 h)/n( r + g - h) is s(MMT), the Perron-Frobenius 
eigenvalue of MMr, if and only if r=s(A,). Since (r+g)(r+g-2h)/ 
n( r + g - h) is an increasing function of r, the larger s(MMT) is, the larger 
S(A,) is. The question now becomes: what patterns in the entries of M yield 
larger values for S(MMT)? 
In Figure 5 we present four idealized movement patterns. In pattern 1 all 
social groups mix randomly with all other social groups. In pattern 2 all 
social groups are isolated from each other. In pattern 3 there are two types 
of social groups: a small local cluster that sends individuals only to other 
groups within the cluster but receives individuals from all groups, and a 
randomly mixing cluster in which each group sends individuals to all other 
groups but receives individuals only from other groups within the randomly 
mixing cluster. In pattern 4, every individual in the population goes to a 
single social facility. 
Note that if M is symmetric, so that MT= M, then Ml@= M2 is still a 
Markov matrix and @MT) = 1. The matrices for models 1 and 2 are 
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\ \ I lO...O 
) 
pattern 1 pattern 2 pattern 3 pattern 4 
FIG. 5. The lower right hand block, M,, of the movement matrices M for the patterns 
discussed. The total number of social subneighborhoods in the population in n, and r is 
the number of social subneighborhoods in the local cluster. 
symmetric. Hence, s(MMr) = 1 for both these patterns. However, for model 
3, when r = n/2, s(MM’) = $(3 +6) = 1.3, as one can check directly. The 
largest possible s, s(MMr) = n, occurs for the “least symmetric” case, that 
of pattern 4. 
Let us consider more closely the n = 2 case treated in Theorem 2. As 
noted there, as the system moves from the extinction equilibrium to the 
endemic equilibrium, P4 = detA, must change sign. One can rewrite P4 as 
Since this is an unwieldy expression to work with, let us once again make the 
simplifying assumptions: g, = g, = g, u1 = a, = u, N,, = No2 = N,, = NS2 = 
N. Now, P4 simplifies to 
P4 =(g-uN)*N2det(MMT)-(g- uN)(g-2uN)gNtr(MMr) 
+g2(g-2uN)2. (16) 
The first and last terms of (16) are positive. If the middle term is also 
positive, then P4 is always positive and no bifurcation occurs. Therefore, we 
will assume that the middle term of (16) is negative, i.e., that g - UN > g - 
2uN > 0. Recall that g - UN > 0 is a necessary condition for the disease to 
die out, while g - 2 UN > 0 is part of the sufficient condition. 
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One checks easily for a 2 X 2 Markov matrix M that 
tr(MMr) = det(MMr) +l+( ml2 - M~~)~. 
It follows that the more asymmetric M is, the larger (ml2 - m21)2 is, the 
larger the value of tr(MlW) relative to the value of det(MMr) is, the smaller 
P4 becomes in (16), and the more likely it is that P4 < 0, and that the disease 
becomes endemic. 
These observations show that the asymmetry of the mixing patterns is 
critical. Any pattern of mixing that is symmetric will have little effect on the 
condition for endemicity for different groups. On the other hand, groups 
that form a small local cluster have a larger effective population size because 
of the asymmetry of the mixing patterns, so that actual neighborhood sizes 
can be smaller and still support the disease. It is not clear whether this is a 
general phenomenon related to the symmetry itself, or whether it derives 
from the assumption of a stochastic movement matrix together with the 
symmetry of the matrices. This is an important point that remains to be 
explored, because the models of Rvachev and Longini [26] and Hethcote 
et al. [15] that explicitly incorporate a mixing matrix rely upon either 
symmetry or proportionate mixing. Because of these assumptions, it is likely 
that there will be no differential effects found among populations because of 
the patterns of contact between populations. 
Actual patterns of movement among populations, however, are rarely, if 
ever, symmetric, so that the effects of this source of heterogeneity need to be 
examined more carefully. The data on hepatitis A in Albuquerque, New 
Mexico presented earlier illustrate the importance of this heterogeneity. 
Those centers that had close social or geographic links (analogous to the 
local cluster of pattern 3) did appear to be at higher risk for the infection 
than other centers within the city, although it is possible that other factors 
could account for the increased incidence in these centers. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The development of models to describe the effects of the various forms of 
heterogeneity in infection transmission is of great importance in understand- 
ing and predicting the patterns of spread of most infections. The use of a 
matrix approach promises to be of great value for such models, because this 
approach allows for the easy incorporation of multiple factors which work 
together to increase the risk of contact among individual-factors such as 
geographic location, social networks, and specific behaviors such as drug use 
or sexual preference. Such factors are of critical importance in the mainte- 
nance of chains of transmission of infections. The matrix approach also 
makes it possible to explore the effects of different patterns of contact, not 
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just variation in the frequency of contact among groups. This knowledge will 
increase the ability of models to capture the essential information from the 
real world and to maintain a sufficient degree of realism, so that meaningful 
predictions about ways to control infections are possible. 
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